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Approximately 3,000
people live in the
Cutting Area, 90% on
the East (Camden) side

Granby Terrace
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10 years of construction works with major
elements at night in close proximity to our homes,
now even worse after AP3.
We will be “severely adversely impacted” even
after all the proposed mitigation. Our community
will be fundamentally changed forever.

We need the Select Committee to ensure the
Permission given by the Bill does not permit too
high a “cost” on local residents.
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HS2 Information Session on Euston Station design 15 July 2015
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Parking
(15.4.55)

Community
(8.4.41-44)

Landscape
(12.4.83-106)

Ai r quality
(7.4.10-11)

Traffic Noise
(14.3.21,36)

Traffic severance
(15.4.52)

Traffic junction
congestion (15.4.50)

Vibration
(Table 19)

Noise Insulation
(14.3.13)

Construction noise
(NTS pg 31 + Vol 2
14.3.33)

Environmental
Statement reference

Construction Noise
(Vol 2 table 19)

Effects identified in SES2 and AP3 Environmental Statement

Park Village East

155

cl

Mornington Terrace

60

31

Mornington Street

?

?

?

?

Mornington Place

*

*

20

Mornington Crescent

*

*

25

?

*

Albert Street
Arlington Road
Delancey Street

*

25

Parkway

*

10

Construction route
Beneficial

Residual adverse
Residual Significant or major adverse

*Part of street
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Line X
reinstatement
and wall works
Euston portal
and head-house

Excavation to build
lower level to
tunnels
Retaining walls to
be demolished and
rebuilt
Carriage sheds to
be demolished
4 Housing blocks to
be demolished

Key works in Camden cutting
Major utility
works

This does not show
the Construction
compounds
• PVE +Carriage Shed
• PVE North
• MT sidings
• MSOB (sits on MT)
• HRB North

New OSD
related
buildings
Bridges to be
demolished
and rebuilt
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HS2 Noise levels on Cutting East side
100

Night-time
re-housing
threshold
65dB

90

dB at the facade

80
70
60

Typical day
50

Typical night

40

Highest day
Highest night

30
20
10
0

Assessment location

Delancey Mornington
Street
Terrace
North

North

Mornington
Terrace Middle

Mornington MornTerrace
ington
South
Place

Mornington Street Bridge

Mornington
Crescent N + S

South

Data extracted from SES2 and AP3 ES Vol 5 SV-003-001 Table 3

Utility works
This is the only
remaining bridge
“un-impacted” across
the railway from
Euston to north of
Primrose Hill
1-3m wide, 1.5-3m deep trench
> 3m wide, > 3m deep trench
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N

N

N
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ES Volume 1 - Introduction to the Environmental Statement and the Proposed Scheme
9 Approach to mitigation

Accept
or
ignore

Residual impacts are assessed in the
environmental statement as acceptable ?
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View from 37 Mornington Terrace
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Work allowed out of hours by SES & CoCP:

•

•

•

•
•

the majority of enabling works associated with the
conventional railway;
demolition of bridges over the operational
conventional railway;
works on the conventional railway track, signalling
and other railway systems;

•
•
•

elements of the construction of road and other bridges
over the operational railway;
construction of elements of the retaining structures at
Park Village East and those in close proximity to the
operational railway;
deliveries of large components, such as bridge beams
tunnelling and directly associated activities
major concrete pours and piling/diaphragm wall works
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Exposure to construction noise

3.6m high hoarding
proposed by HS2

Machinery now understood to be even larger per PVE residents
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Long construction period

2016

2022

2017

2018

2019

2023

2024

2025

2020

2021
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Volume 2 CFA01 PART 1B Table 19 extract
Significant effect
number (see
SES2 and AP3
Volume 5
Appendix SV003-001)
CSV01-C03
Mornington
Terrace

Type of
significant
effect

Time of
day

Location

Construction
noise

Day

Approximately
90 dwellings on
Mornington
Terrace.

Construction
noise and
vibration

Night

Cause (noisiest
construction activities)

Contiguous piling retaining
wall abutments,
excavation, barrette wall
construction (Park Village
East) with typical and
highest monthly noise
levels around 70dB and
80dB.
Approximately Mornington Street Bridge
90 dwellings on demolition, construction of
Mornington
new bridge piers with
Terrace.
typical and highest
monthly noise levels
around 60dB and 75dB.

Likely
duration of
impact

24 Months

Noise: 30
Months
Combined
noise and
vibration: 3
Months

THIS IS A SUMMARY WHERE MULTIPLE NOISE SOURCES – INDIVIDUAL LOCATIONS LOUDER
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Health & Safety Executive Sign
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Extract Volume 5 SES and AP3 ES

0-5dB above re-housing

See noise graphs and comments, 12m > re-housing level
19
>5dB above re-housing / > 85dB
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Extract Volume 5 SES and AP3 ES – Ampthill Estate (sample)
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Extract Volume 5 SES and AP3 ES – Regents Park Estate (sample)
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Monthly daytime noise levels northern end of Mornington Terrace (AL 523826)

Per HS2: Between 2017 and 2020 it is likely there will be 7
periods totalling 24 months during which significant noise
effects will occur, i.e. above the daytime assessment level
of 70dB.

House of Commons Select Committee 9th December 2015 Uncorrected transcript
571. MR MOULD QC (DfT): Yes, we now move, as you have heard, to a number of petitioners who
are residents of Mornington Terrace. I have already explained the works that are proposed in
Mornington Terrace associated principally with the demolition and reconstruction of the bridge. I
have also explained that properties in Mornington Terrace are predicted to be eligible for noise
insulation under our Code of Construction Practice, the details of which are explained in the newly
revised version of Information Paper E23.

MR MOULD QC (DfT): .......
717. In this location, the most intrusive works, Mr Smart told you, are much more limited in duration
than might be thought: the Mornington Street Bridge abutment works, which we accept will be
noisy, are likely to be a matter of months rather than years. And the contiguous piling in the cutting
is expected to last some two years – but I think he explained the contiguous piling is essentially a
process that involves not drilling the pile in but winding it. ‘Winding’ is the technical term. It’s
important I perhaps should close with that point of context.

BUT works above assessment levels (for significant adverse) from 2017 – 2022, 24 months during
the day and 32 months at night, with activities of a varying nature, and above LOAELs for
significantly longer
24

Monthly night-time noise levels northern end of Mornington Terrace (AL 523826)

Re-house 65dB

Per HS2: Between 2018 and 2022 it is likely there
will be 6 periods totalling 32 months during which
significant noise effects will occur, i.e. above the
night-time ambient (façade) level of 58dB.

SOAEL 55dB
LOAEL 45dB
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HS2 analysis of works above “assessment” level at 523826 on Mornington Terrace
Day
Between 2017 and 2020 it is likely there will be 7 periods totalling 24 months during which significant noise
effects will occur, i.e. above the daytime assessment level of 70dB.
These are predicted to be as follows in this sequence:
• Works to the footpath in MT - 72dB approx 1 month, 72dB approx. 2 months
• Utilities in MT – up to 70 - 86dB, approx. 5 months
• Demolition – 72dB, approx. 1 month
• Contiguous piling – 72dB, 4 month
• Demolition of retaining wall – 70-75dB, approx. 7 months
• Excavation and concreting work – 70-72dB, approx. 5 months
Night
Between 2018 and 2022 it is likely there will be 6 periods totalling 32 months during which significant noise
effects will occur, i.e. above the night-time ambient (façade) level of 58dB.
These are predicted to be as follows in this sequence:
• Removal of bridge piers – 58-67dB, approx. 4 months
• Contiguous piling – 63-65dB, approx. 3 months
• Pile coring and breakdown – 70-73dB, approx. 4 months
• Contiguous piling – 58-65dB, approx. 15 months
• New bridge piers – 60dB, approx. 2 months
• Tunnel Boring Machine install – 60-63dB approx. 3 months

Per HS2 in relation to night-time “There are approximately 12 months for which modelling shows a level
above the 65dB Temporary Re-housing threshold with the highest level of 73dB. This is from piling work at
track level and it is expected that the contractor will achieve more than 8 dB reduction through on site
measures”
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Example 1

Example 2

Demolition of Central Retaining Wall

Movable Local Noise Screening

Noise Control at Source
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Examples of mitigation and BPM in use during investigative works in recent months
(where s61 process operating)
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Examples of mitigation and BPM in use during investigative works in recent months
(where s61 process operating)
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Assurance 26 August 2016
P2218 (4)
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Working hour requests
• Delayed Royal Assent but 2026 deadline fixed
means more night + weekend working ?
• Need meaningful enforceable respite.
• No work on Sunday (or other 24h period per
week in exceptional circumstances)
• One 72h respite period per month
31

Previous evidence before the House of Commons
Select Committee
Mr Thornley-Taylor evidence to Select Committee 12.10.15

234. The Lmax requirements in Information Paper E20 are the most sensitive test.
Actually, Leq at night, while it is an important part of the assessment process, is not
the test which tells you how much mitigation is required in which areas. It is the
Lmax which is the most important one.
288. MR TAYLOR QC: Yes, can you explain why it is, in relation to the evening
period, it’s appropriate to adopt an evening threshold for construction noise, but
not one for operational noise?
…
291. MR THORNELY-TAYLOR: It’s not like that. The thing about construction noise is
it’s of limited duration, as a consequence of which noise levels that are allowed
during the daytime are higher than is the case for permanent noise sources from
the operation of railways and highways. There is a general acceptance that people
are expected, to put it bluntly, to tolerate more noise from construction sites than
from permanent installations, because otherwise nothing would get constructed.
32
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Noise levels
Our Concerns:
• Duration of construction period
• No commitment on noise level experienced inside rooms
Time

E20: Operational
noise SOAEL

E23:
Construction
noise SOAEL

E23: noise
insulation

E23: re-housing

Ask – Noise
insulation

Ask – Re-housing

Weekdays
0800-1800

65db

75db

75db

85db

65db

75db

Sunday
0700-2200

60db

65db

65db

75db

60db

65db

Night

55db

55db

55db

65db

55db

65db

65 (LAmax)

75 (LAmax)

Night
(PEAKS)

80db (LAmax)

Our asks:
• Noise level triggers used are based on E20 Operational noise triggers
– including Lamax and other projects
• Commitment of HS2 is to reduce noise experienced inside homes to
acceptable level
• Duration (days) test to include 3 days in 7 as per NLE
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Blackout
Blind

Secondary
Glazing

Mechanical
ventilator

Noise Insulation
Package
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Properties identified for Noise Insulation
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Listed Buildings and Conservation areas
London Borough of Camden:
“We agree that in certain circumstances
external secondary glazing may be the most
appropriate temporary solution to windows
identified as requiring noise insulation as a
result of HS2 works. Such circumstances
include occasions where internal secondary
glazing would be considered more harmful
to the listed building than external
methods.”

Example – working shutters on
Mornington Terrace, no space
internally for NI without alteration.
HS 2 solution: remove shutters, or nail
them shut and fix NI to them, or build
out surrounds further into room and fit
NI to those. May need to move
furniture.
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Listed Buildings and Conservation areas
Period properties have a higher need for ventilation, sash
windows often incorporate draft gaps or “fitted” with a gap
sufficient to allow adequate air-flow.
The existence of such a gap allows ventilation but also allows
sound to pass. This means that the 25-30dB reduction from a
singe pane may not be achieved.

On installing secondary glazing this means the 35-40dB may not
be achieved without works to original glazing.
We ask that higher performance glazing in Noise Insulation is
used, the marginal cost is a small % and avoids disputes over
what is required to original glazing.
40

Noise insulation
Issues:
•
•

Policy is secondary glazing, fitted inside windows
Assurances given to Camden Council (conduct survey, then negotiate noise insulation with
Camden Council based on HHSRS)
Our key concerns:
• ‘One size fits all’ policy does not account for wide variation of buildings and windows
• Listed buildings – features need to be removed to accommodate glazing
• Sash windows often old and poorly sealed
• Heat gain can be extreme
• Potentially ineffective at blocking noise:
• Doesn‘t commit to reducing noise level inside rooms to a required level
• Noise transmission within houses not considered
Our Asks:
• Urgent need to consider external solutions
• Results shared with owner (not just Council)
• Specific packages for each home, that accounts for particularities of building and is discussed
with owner
• Consider air conditioning as part of solution, not just ventilation
• Meaningful engagement. Quickly!!!
41

Re-housing
“The nominated undertaker will then assess your case in detail and, if it is accepted,
notify you of […] either his proposals to re-house you temporarily or the information
and guidance you need to make your own rehousing arrangements. In either case the
proposals will be discussed with you and you will not be under any obligation to accept
the offer.” (E23 Control of Construction Noise and Vibration)

Our key concerns:
1. Vulnerable groups.
2. Proposed noise insulation may be inadequate.
3. Reduce number of days test.
4. Policy is opaque and open to abuse.
5. E23 presents a ‘take it or leave it’ stance.
Our asks:
• To be sensitive to the complex and specific needs of owner, e.g. family requirements
• Equivalent type and size of home
• Engagement to significantly improve – experience to date provides no confidence
• Independent review if disputes arise
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Noise Requests
• Limits for re-housing and noise insulation to be based on
standards for permanent habitation: 75 dB daytime for
re-housing / 65 dB for insulation.
• LAmax limits to be used for construction.
• Less days to be allowed above noise limits before E23
measures triggered.
• External solutions to be pushed forward with urgency

• Independent arbitrator on Insulation disputes .
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Camden Assurance 23 February 2016
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Camden Assurance 23 February 2016
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Mornington Street overbridge satellite compound - use
SES and AP3ES Vol 2 CFA01 Para 5.3.76
This construction compound will:
• be used in construction Stage A for four years from 2017 until 2020;
• support approximately 15 construction personnel; and
• have vehicle access from A400 Hampstead Road via Mornington Crescent,
Clarkson Row and Mornington Terrace or via Mornington Crescent,
Mornington Place and Mornington Terrace.
Queried at the Information sessions in September 2015, Raised in AP3 Petitions,
ignored, then at PRD meeting for a community group on 24th November
(meetings not held with individuals) , after HS2 stating the Compound was
appropriately described the flaw was pointed out that can’t use a compound to
rebuild a bridge if that takes place 2 years after compound removed. Changed to
2022 in Exhibit Pack.

Concerns as to the size and use of this compound, together with HGVs and Loss
of Parking and trees remain unanswered. Assurance is inadequate.
48

Mornington Terrace is lined
with regular mature trees
We are concerned that the
trees will be removed for
temporary construction needs
that are avoidable

Replacing with saplings will not
replace what is being lost
regarding landscape, air quality,
screening.
Trees should not be removed to
allow temporary building
structures

49

Assurance 26 August 2016
P2218 (5)
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View across cutting from North end of Mornington Terrace, Nash houses on Park
Village East are much close than the fisheye lens makes them appear

Not significant ?
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5

No bridge north of
Parkway until
Primrose Hill Road
(residential) and then
at Swiss Cottage

4
3

1
2

Bridges across the railway

Alternatively “avoid
railway” south of
Euston Station
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Camden Central Activities Zone

Current proposal
excludes most of
Camden Town and the
approaches to Euston
station despite the areas
to East (Kings Cross) and
West (Regents Park)
being included.
• Within CAZ, stricter
emissions limits for
NRMMs are required Euro IV.
• Outside CAZ Euro III is
permissible There
should be parity of
treatment with Euston
station and NRMMs
on/adjacent to MT and
PVE will be extensive.
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Traffic, Air Quality and Pollution
We request
• Stationary Plant are Euro VI compliant wherever they are used, and adopt
most recent best practice, e.g. Thames Tideway Tunnel
• Independent monitoring of air quality before construction works begin in
Cutting area.
• Work is stopped if pollution levels exceed those recommended by
European legislation.
• PM 2.5 and 10 monitoring on Mornington Terrace, downwind of
construction sites in Camden Cutting
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Environmental
Management
System

Draft general principles

EMR (Environment

Environmental
Memorandum

Minimum Requirements)

CoCP

Noise
para 13.2.2

Long lists of
documents, cross
referring, definitions
and intentions, but
residents need real,
tangible, reliable
controls, not just
intentions, or design
features

Information
Papers

LEMP
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Crossrail Complaints Commissionaire's report as presented at the Planning Forum Meeting
on 26 September 2013

"In three of these cases the contractor had largely determined when each separate complaint
may be closed. Complainants had been left to make fresh complaints about essentially the
same thing for an average of over eight months. I take a poor view of this practice, which has
happened before. I continue to point out to Crossrail how unsound it seems to the
complainants, to my office and local authority officers to hand investigation and resolution
back to the contractor who allegedly caused the problems in the first place. I also believe it
distorts the ‘Number of complaints closed within ten working days’ statistics published by the
Helpdesk each period."
Later in the same report:
I made it clear to the project that where I have upheld all or part of a complaint, I do not
expect during the remaining life of the project to find the matter coming up again.“
Crossrail Complaints Commissionaire's report Planning Forum Meeting on 25 Nov 2013
"I have accepted a new complaint for investigation from a Whitechapel resident about the
amount of time spent complaining to Crossrail. The substantial body of evidence of doing this
over several years is evidently genuine. The same person had previously complained to this
office about communications issues and after investigation, steps were put in place to
regulate communications better.
57

Extract from report by Crossrail Commissionaire - Annual Report 2013/14
In decision letters it has been made clear to the complainant where recommendations are being
made to Crossrail. These recommendations are intended, if adopted, to help remedy problems or
stop it from happening in the future. Draft recommendations have been contested by Crossrail
perhaps mirroring the same unwillingness to show flexibility, as experienced by some of the
complainants.
3.4 Unresolved related issues
In my last Annual Report I listed five unresolved related issues. Progress has been made, as
highlighted below:
• Ways to minimise the effects of surface construction noise and ground borne noise and
vibration, (outside the scope of the previously agreed methods). There has not been any
progress where complainants are still troubled by night time noise in particular.
Disturbances caused by random noise events by their nature though, these are difficult and
sometimes impossible to predict remains something that Crossrail has no remedy for
except to address the matter through ‘Best Practical Means,’ to achieve a satisfactory way
of working but in the future.
• Greater clarity about short term respite accommodation (typically hotels) and longer term
temporary re-housing. Relocation to hotels has been almost routinely provided to numbers
of residents around Whitechapel during the year. This is a temporary expedient designed to
offer a good night’s sleep and offered to those who may have been experiencing what they
regard as wholly unacceptable intrusions into their lives.
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Changed with AP3 but not updated
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? No assessment
? No updated assessment

?

?

?

?

Community Impact Assessment Sheets incomplete ?
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AP3

mitigation

mitigation

Original Scheme

Unchanged
mitigation will
result in far worse
residual effect
although “label may
not change”

Residual impact

Moderate
adverse

Mitigation will
reduce impact with
a residual effect

Residual impact

Major
adverse

Original scheme

Impact

Revised scheme

Works to conventional station
and OSD unspecified

?

Residual major adverse significant effect is
“uncapped”

September 2015 Scheme

The ES needs to accurately record the proposed scheme and the impacts to allow proper
consideration what is an acceptable level of unmitigated impacts ?
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HS2 Noise levels on Cutting East side
100
Original Typical day

dB at the facade

90

AP3 Typical day

80

Original Highest day

70

AP3 Highest day

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Assessment
location

Delancey Mornington
Street
Terrace
North

Mornington
Terrace Middle

Mornington MornTerrace
ington
South
Place

Mornington Street Bridge

Data extracted from SES2 and AP3 ES Vol 5 SV-003-001 Table 3 and ES Vol 5 SV-003-001 Table 3

19.13.5 SES2
(Part1B)
acknowledges that
in respect of sound,
noise and
vibration, the
reinstatement is
likely to extend the
duration of
significant adverse
effects on nearby
residents, in
Mornington
construction Stage
Crescent N + S
A, although the
levels of
significance will
not be made
worse.

Community / Cumulative impacts
We request
• Community assessments are updated once “final scheme” identified
throughout our community even where “significant adverse” effect before
AP3, to ensure full effect and duration is captured.
• A methodology be adopted recognising that the cumulative effect of
numerous different impacts will undoubtedly have an effect on quality of
life and create extremely unpleasant places to live.
• Results to feed into consideration as to level of unmitigated significant
adverse impacts and therefore the need for compensation.
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Hampstead Road Bridge
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Slide DA10

ES Volume 1 - Introduction to the Environmental Statement and the Proposed Scheme
9 Approach to mitigation

Accept
or
ignore

Residual impacts are assessed in the
environmental statement as acceptable ?

65

Houses on Mornington Crescent behind hoarding
66

TTT mitigates where Significant Adverse or
compensates; it does not leave effects
unmitigated and avoid compensation

Map c1862
Mornington Terrace
previously Mornington Road

Drawing by JC Bourne
published 1839
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Slide DA10

ES Volume 1 - Introduction to the Environmental Statement and the Proposed Scheme
9 Approach to mitigation

Accept
or
ignore

Residual impacts are assessed in the
environmental statement as acceptable ?
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The Crossrail capacity argument
• Powers to build extra facilities to turn trains round at Old Oak
Common are included in AP2 which also makes passive provision
for extending Crossrail to Tring. (The Tring project is shelved for the
time being as not currently representing value for money).
• So 24 trains per hour possible on Crossrail to/from Old Oak
• This solves the capacity problem during Phase One of HS2, so it will
operate below TfL planning standards
• It also solves the issue about reliability

• If it important to preserve capacity on Crossrail for London-oriented
growth, why is it now proposed to stop all Great Western trains at
Old Oak, where HS2’s own forecasts (2015) show 6,733 passengers
changing onto Crossrail in the morning peak hour in 2026?

“Temporary” use dependent on the
availability of spare peak hour capacity
which there is until 2032
•

The western end of Crossrail One which is forecast to have, in round
numbers, spare capacity for 16,500 passengers in 2026 falling to 14,500 in
2032 without HS2.

•

HS traffic forecasts in round numbers, of 5,000 central London bound
passengers in 2026 and 8,000 in 2032.

•

It will take time for HS2 Phase One traffic to build up - so trains can be a
bit shorter initially, if extra space is needed in the station box at the
eastern end for construction requirements.

•

The attractiveness of Old Oak as an interchange point is greater during
Phase One than during Phase Two because of the timing of further
improvements at Euston.

•

NO PROBLEMS FROM 2026 – 2029 !

HS2, Network Rail,
Train Operators,
Exchequer

Local
residents

alignment / 18 trains per hour
Line X reinstatement

limited noise abatement at source
working hours 24 x 7
HGVs – Rail vs Road?
road bridge design
restricted compensation (trapped in homes)
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Parking
(15.4.55)

Community
(8.4.41-44)

Landscape
(12.4.83-106)

Ai r quality
(7.4.10-11)

Traffic Noise
(14.3.21,36)

Traffic severance
(15.4.52)

Traffic junction
congestion (15.4.50)

Vibration
(Table 19)

Noise Insulation
(14.3.13)

Construction noise
(NTS pg 31 + Vol 2
14.3.33)

Environmental
Statement reference

Construction Noise
(Vol 2 table 19)

Effects identified in SES2 and AP3 Environmental Statement

Park Village East

155

cl

Mornington Terrace

60

31

Mornington Street

?

?

?

?

Mornington Place

*

*

20

Mornington Crescent

*

*

25

?

*

Albert Street
Arlington Road
Delancey Street

*

25

Parkway

*

10

Construction route
Beneficial

Residual adverse
Residual Significant or major adverse

*Part of street
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Appendices

74
74

75

North end
V

W
X

Y

A

Z

MT side

B

C
D

E

PVE side

Where possible equivalent points compared
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Daytime noise levels across the cutting
• Middle PVE noisiest in day but localised
• MT louder at Northern and Southern ends
100
90
80

db Leq

70
60
PVE Typical day

MT Typical day

50

PVE Highest day
40

MT Highest day

30
20
10
0
A/V

North

B/W

Closer to bridge

C/X

Bridge

D/Y

E/Z

South
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Night time noise levels across the cutting
• MT consistently louder, from work in possessions, demolition central
wall, conventional railway works, bridge works over tracks
100
90

db Leq

80
70
60
PVE Typical night
MT Typical night

50

PVE Highest night
40

MT Highest night

30
20
10
0
A/V

North

B/W

C/X

Bridge

D/Y

E/Z

South
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Day time Impact durations (mths)
50

90

45

80

40

70

35

60

30

50

25

40

20

30

15

No data

100

20
10

10

Duration of impact (Months)

db Leq

• MT considerably longer periods of time north of MSB

5

0

0
A/V

B/W

PVE daytime duration (mths)

C/X
MT daytime duration (mths)

North

D/Y
PVE Highest day

E/Z
MT Highest day

South
Bridge
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Night-time Impact durations (mths)
• MT considerably longer periods of time
80

50
45

70

35
50

30
25

db Leq

40

20

30

15

No data

20
10

10
5

0

0
A/V

B/W

PVE night time duration (mths)

C/X
MT night time duration (mths)

North

D/Y
PVE Highest night

Duration of impact (Months)

40
60

E/Z
MT Highest night

South
Bridge
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Construction works 24 x 7
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Daytime
the majority of utility works;
most demolitions, but excluding the carriage
shed as well as some associated with railway
possessions;
excavation of high speed station approach and
part of the conventional railway approach;
the southern section of the high speed dive
under;
the majority of the tunnel portal construction;
high speed railway and conventional systems fitout;
Barrette wall construction
Cantilevered road construction
Contiguous piling on retaining wall

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Night-time
Demolition of the Carriage Sheds
Demolition of Central Retaining Wall
Demolition of Mornington Street
Bridge
Contiguous piling at Portal
Construction of new bridge piers
Construction of temporary Mornington
Street Bridge
Delivery of large components such as
bridge beams
Installation of bridge trusses
Removal and replacement of Retaining
/ Barrette Wall on PVE
Preparatory works on existing track
Demolition of temporary Mornington
Street Bridge
Dive-under reinstatement for Line X
Conventional railway works
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Noise trigger levels, LOAEL & SOAEL
• Lowest and Significant Observable Adverse Effect Levels are lower at
weekends and at night, above the LOAEL there is a negative impact.
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Sun 10 pm - 7am

Sun 7 am - 10 pm

Sat 10 pm - 7am

Sat 2 - 10 pm

Sat 1 - 2 pm

Sat 8 am - 1 pm

Sat 7 - 8 am

Week 10 pm - 7 am

Week 7-10 pm

Week 6 - 7pm

Week 8 am - 6pm

Week 7 - 8 am
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Re-house 65dB
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Re-house 65dB
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Noise Assessment locations
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